Urban chic! Modern prints in contemporary palettes give a fresh twist to traditional Square-in-Square blocks.

**Finished Project Size:** 59” x 67” (149.86cm x 170.18cm)

**Finished Block Size:** 8” x 8” (20.32cm x 20.32cm)

**Fabric Requirements:**

**Atrium by Joel Dewberry**

- (A) PWJD105.GOLDE ¼ yard (.23m)
- (B) PWJD105.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (C) PWJD105.FUCHS 1 yard (.92m), border
- (D) PWJD106.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (E) PWJD106.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (F) PWJD107.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (G) PWJD107.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (H) PWJD108.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (I) PWJD108.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (J) PWJD109.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (K) PWJD109.SLATE ¼ yard (.23m)
- (L) PWJD110.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (M) PWJD110.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (N) PWJD111.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
- (O) PWJD111.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (P) PWJD112.FUCHS ½ yard (.61m), binding
- (Q) PWJD112.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
- (R) PWJD113.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)

Continued..
Diamond Strip

Fabric Requirements (Continued):
(S) PWJD113.PINKY ¼ yard (.23m)
(T) PWJD113.SLATE ¼ yard (.23m)
(U) PWJD114.FUCHS ¼ yard (.23m)
(V) PWJD114.GOLDE ¾ yard (.35m) , border
(W) PWJD114.MINTX ¼ yard (.23m)
(X) PWJD114.SLATE ¼ yard (.23m)
PWJD107.FUCHS 4¾ yards (4.35m) (Backing)

Note: A fat quarter (46cm x 53 cm) may also be used where ¼ yd (.23m) is indicated.

Additional Requirements:
Coats All Purpose Thread
67” x 75” (170.18cm x 190.5cm) quilt batting
Basic sewing and pressing supplies

Cutting Directions:
Note: WOF—Width of Fabric

(1) 6¼” (15.56cm) x WOF; subcut:
(2) 6¼” x 6¼” (15.56cm x 15.56cm), for block centers
(4) 4¾” x 4¾” (12.38cm x 12.38cm), for block corners

Fabric C, cut:
(6) 5” (12.7cm) x WOF, for outer border

Fabric P, cut:
(7) 2½” (6.35cm) x WOF, for binding

Fabric V, cut:
(6) 1½” (3.81cm) x WOF, for inner border

Instructions:
Note: Use a ¼” (.64cm) seam allowance throughout.

1. Select (4) 4¾” (12.38cm) directional print squares cut from the same fabric. Cut (2) squares diagonally in half from upper right to lower left and (2) squares diagonally in half from upper left to lower right. Diagram 1

2. Select one 6¼” (15.56cm) square and group together with (4) of the print triangles cut in step 1 (one of each orientation shown in Diagram 1). Noting orientation, sew the 4½” (12.38cm) triangles to all sides of the 6¼” (15.56cm) square to assemble the 8½” x 8½” block. Diagram 2
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to make a total of 42 blocks. Block D

4. Randomly arrange blocks in (7) rows of (6) blocks each. Stitch blocks into rows. Sew rows together to complete the 48½” x 56½” (126.19 x 143.51cm) quilt center. Quilt Layout (Page 4)

5. Stitch the (6) Fabric V 1½” (3.81cm) x WOF strips together end to end. Cut into four equal length borders. Sew borders to right and left sides of quilt center. Press and trim excess. Add the remaining borders to the top and bottom of the quilt center. The quilt top measures 50½” x 58½” (128.27 x 148.59cm).

6. Stitch Fabric C 5” (12.7cm) x WOF strips together end to end. Cut into four equal length borders. Sew borders to right and left sides of quilt center. Press and trim excess. Add remaining borders to top and bottom. Press and trim excess. The quilt top measures 59½” x 67½” (151.13cm).

**Finishing:**

7. Cut the backing fabric into two equal lengths. Stitch together along selvage edges and trim to measure 67” x 75” (170.18cm x 190.5cm). Layer the backing right side down, batting and quilt top right side up. Quilt or tie as desired.

8. Prepare binding from (7) 2½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF) Fabric P strips. Sew strips together into one long binding strip. Press strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together.

9. Carefully trim backing and batting even with quilt top.

10. Leaving an 8” (20.32cm) tail of binding, sew binding to top of quilt through all layers matching all raw edges. Miter corners. Stop approximately 12” (30.48cm) from where you started. Lay both loose ends of binding flat along quilt edge. Where these two loose ends meet, fold them back on themselves and press to form a crease. Using this crease as your stitching line, sew the two open ends of the binding together right sides together. Trim seam to ¼” (.64cm) and press open. Finish sewing binding to quilt.

11. Turn binding to back of quilt and blind stitch in place.
Diamond Strip

Quilt Layout
Diamond Strip

Fabric Key
Atrium by Joel Dewberry
(A) PWJD105.GOLDE
(B) PWJD105.MINTX
(C) PWJD105.FUCHS
(D) PWJD106.FUCHS
(E) PWJD106.FUCHS
(F) PWJD107.MINTX
(G) PWJD107.FUCHS
(H) PWJD108.FUCHS
(I) PWJD108.MINTX
(J) PWJD109.MINTX
(K) PWJD109.SLATE
(L) PWJD110.FUCHS
(M) PWJD110.MINTX
(N) PWJD111.FUCHS
(O) PWJD111.MINTX
(P) PWJD112.FUCHS
(Q) PWJD112.MINTX
(R) PWJD113.MINTX
(S) PWJD113.PINKX
(T) PWJD113.SLATE
(U) PWJD114.FUCHS
(V) PWJD114.GOLDE
(W) PWJD114.MINTX
(X) PWJD114.SLATE
(Backing) PWJD107.FUCHS